I. INTRODUCTION

A. Articulatory overlap and juncture geminates
Coproduction in speech occurs when two gestures temporally overlap. When these gestures share all or some of their articulators, they have been described as blended in that the gestural parameters are ͑basically͒ averaged ͑Saltzman and Munhall, 1989͒. When two abutting consonants are identical, they are called juncture geminates. The temporal behavior of juncture geminates is important to study as they are canonical sequences but are produced as single-articulator constriction movements. When consonants abutting at word edges use different articulator sets, we can observe their coproduction rather clearly; we see two different constrictions being made in a temporally overlapped fashion ͑Browman and Goldstein, 1992͒. However, when the two consonants share the same articulator, as in the case of juncture geminates, their individual characteristics become more difficult to observe. This type of coproduction has been called gestural aggregation ͑Munhall and Löfqvist, 1992͒. The fact that two individual gestures are being coarticulated may or may not be obvious from the articulatory movements. For example, Munhall and Löfqvist ͑1992͒ examining the aggregation of two overlapping laryngeal gestures across a word boundary observe a single smooth movement at fast speaking rates.
For cases when only one continuous movement is observed, two analyses seem possible. First, overlap with blending of two separate gestures could simply result in a movement with only a single displacement extremum, i.e., a single smooth trajectory of movement ͑Saltzman and Munhall, 1989͒. However, summation of the two underlying gestures could also result in such a trajectory ͑Munhall and Löfqvist, 1992͒. Previous studies suggest that juncture geminates are the result of extreme overlap and blending rather than a summation process. The degree of overlap between coproduced consonants varies with the speech rate so that overlap increases as the rate gets faster ͑Byrd and Tan, 1996; Hardcastle, 1985͒. Munhall and Löfqvist ͑1992͒ looked at laryngeal gestures in juncture geminates across different speech rates. In fact, at slower rates, Munhall and Löfqvist observed two distinct laryngeal movements; at faster rates, a single smooth trajectory was present. These results suggest that the single movement in fast speech was the consequence of great overlap between the two gestures. Comparable results were reported by Löfqvist and Yoshioka ͑1981͒.
Juncture geminates can also be differentiated from single consonants in terms of their durational characteristics and their degree of articulator displacement. Kelso and Tuller ͑1987͒ note that the results of gestural summation would be a larger gesture with increased amplitude and steeper onset and offset slopes. Byrd ͑1995͒ used electropalatography to investigate lingual juncture geminates in English. Linguapalatal contact patterns indicate that these juncture geminates were produced with a single raising and lowering of the tongue. Byrd ͑1995͒ found the coproduced articulation for juncture geminates to be longer than the movement for a single gesture. Byrd's results also indicated no consistent increase in maximum contact for the geminated consonants relative to single consonants syllable onsets. Also, constriction formation and release contact slopes of the juncture geminates, i.e., the temporal pattern of increase or decrease in linguapalatal contact as indicated by the number of electrodes contacted on the palate, appeared comparable to those of singleton onset and coda slopes, respectively. These data suggest that a blending process that averages the spatial target values for two overlapping consonantal gestures is at work ͑Byrd, 1995͒. Munhall and Löfqvist ͑1992͒ also found no consistent tendency for the combined single movement to be larger than an individual ͑noncoproduced͒ movement, although a simulated summation of the gestures predicts such a difference. Vaxelaire ͑1995͒ examined x-ray film data on constrictions for lingual juncture geminates in French and found slightly different results in that the extent of contact between the tongue and palate is greater for the French juncture geminates than for the similar single consonant. Geminates had longer articulatory durations than singletons, as predicted from previous studies.
B. Prosodic effects on articulatory gestures
Prosodic structure affects the spatial and temporal characteristics of individual gestures, as well as the relative coordination among different gestures ͑Byrd and Saltzman, 2003; Byrd et al., 2000͒ . With respect to the influence on the intragestural characteristics, acoustic and articulatory studies have shown that gestures become longer near prosodic boundaries ͑Oller, 1973; Klatt, 1976; Wightman et al., 1992 in the acoustic domain; Edwards et al., 1991; Beckman and Edwards, 1992 in the articulatory domain͒. Also, gestures in the vicinity of prosodic boundaries become more extreme and larger ͑Fougeron and Keating, 1997; Byrd and Saltzman, 1998; Cho, 2005; Cho and Jun, 2000; Cho and Keating, 2001; Tabain, 2003; Keating et al., 2004͒. Articulatory studies have examined overlap patterns under the influence of prosodic structure and found that temporal overlap is less among gestures separated by or adjacent to a boundary ͑McClean, 1973; Byrd et al., 2000; Byrd and Saltzman, 1998; Byrd and Choi, in press͒. Byrd et al. ͑2000͒ analyzed the timing patterns across a phrasal boundary of the tongue tip and upper lip gestures for two nasal consonants ͓m, n͔ in Tamil. The time between the gestural onsets was weakly affected by the presence of a boundary. However, the time between extrema, i.e., maximum closings, was significantly longer in the boundary condition. As for the relative timing, the word-final gesture reached its extremum position significantly earlier into the word-initial gesture when a phrase intervened. This indicates that the first gesture was less overlapped with the second gesture under this condition. These results, those by Byrd and Choi ͑in press͒, and simulations by Byrd and Saltzman ͑2003͒ show that gestures are pulled apart across a phrasal boundary, resulting in less temporal coproduction between gestures.
C. The -gesture: A dynamical system approach to prosodic structure Critically, these findings have been modeled as a boundary-adjacent slowing of the time course of gestural activation within Byrd and Saltzman's -gesture model of phrasal structure in speech production ͑Byrd and Saltzman, 2003͒. Byrd and Saltzman suggest that phrase boundaries can be understood as a transitory warping of the local speech rate. In this model, prosodic boundaries are represented as cognitive control structures called -gestures ͑prosodic gestures͒ that, when active, locally slow the clock that controls the overall temporal pacing of gestural activation. This local slowing is hypothesized to apply to all gestures coproduced with the -gesture activation interval. Furthermore, the strength or amount of slowing ͑a consequence of the strength of activation of the -gesture͒ is modeled as increasing as the phrase edge approaches and waning as it recedes in time. Both simulation and empirical work ͑Byrd and Saltzman, 2003; Byrd et al., 2000͒ have shown that under the clockslowing influence of a prosodic gesture, constriction gestures become both longer and less overlapped with one another. Under the -gesture account of boundary effects on articulation, juncture geminates, just like the sequences of nonidentical consonants in the above studies, should show lengthening and lesser overlap when they occur across a phrase boundary. If the change in overlap is sufficient, the juncture geminate constrictions may even display signs of deaggregation or "pulling apart."
D. Goals of the present study
This study evaluates the effects of phrasal boundaries on the intra-and intergestural characteristics of blended gestures produced with the same articulator. This allows us to investigate the process of gestural aggregation and the manner in which it is affected by prosodic structure. Juncture geminates are expected to be affected by prosodic boundaries in the same way as other gestures. This means that they should display lengthening and a more extreme articulation across a boundary. This effect would be reflected in their constriction formation duration and plateau duration, which are predicted to become longer under the boundary condition. The intergestural changes in overlap when the juncture geminates occur across a phrase boundary are expected to be manifested in longer plateau duration as the two abutted gestures slide apart, possibly yielding longer total sequence duration. In fact, the intervening phrase boundary condition may even be associated with a two-peaked gestural trajectory.
In addition to the durational study of the effect of phrase boundary, the lengthening effect is also investigated using a signal alignment method provided in the functional data analysis ͑FDA͒ framework ͑Ramsay and Silverman, 2005͒. In general, the purpose of signal alignment is to minimize phase or timing differences among signals that are generated by a shared underlying process ͑e.g., repetitions of a same utterance͒. It provides an optimal way to estimate signal average and variability along the time axis, and the FDA signal alignment technique has been used in a number of studies for that purpose ͑Ramsay et Lucero et al., 1997; Lucero and Koenig, 2000; Koenig and Lucero, 2002; Lucero and Löfqvist, 2005͒ . In addition to providing such signal processing advantages, an interesting extension of the signal alignment is the ability to examine a time warping function that characterizes relative timing difference ͑i.e., lagging or advancing͒ of a test signal with respect to a given reference. Lee et al. ͑2006͒ have shown that computation and examination of such time warping functions provide a comprehensive way to investigate the lengthening effect of a phrase boundary. The traditional, i.e., piecewise, method of comparing the durations of intervals delineated by kinematic landmarks such as velocity extrema or zero crossings does not give such a view of timing differences along the entire, continuous kinematic trajectories.
II. METHOD A. Stimuli and subjects
The experiment stimuli were constructed to test the effects of an utterance-level phrase boundary between two consonants C 1 and C 2 , produced using the same articulator. The stimulus sentences are given in Table I . Each stimulus was formed by two sentences related in semantic content. The subject of the first sentence and the object of the second sentence are in focus in order to curtail the possibility of accents at the boundary. While the supralaryngeal articulatory correlates of the boundary tone at the edge of the intonational phrase are part of the timing phenomena being investigated, it is preferable not to have additional pitch accents on the target words. Contrast in prosodic structure was generated via the use of nominal compounds, specifically proper name compounds, versus sequences of proper names spanning a phrase boundary. Subjects were instructed to model compound name productions on names like "SueAnn" and were given sufficient practice with the compound names before the experiment.
The stimuli were controlled for prosodic boundary and consonant sequence. The target consonants were either part of the same phrase ͑i.e., a compound name͒ or separated by an intonational phrase boundary. As for the sequences of interest, these were the juncture geminate ͓dd͔ for the same articulator and manner condition, ͓dz͔ for the same articulator but different manner condition, and ͓db͔ for the different articulator condition. The sentences were blocked by boundary condition, and ten consecutive repetitions of each sentence were recorded, yielding a total of 60 tokens for each subject. Three native speakers of American English with no known hearing or speech disorder participated in the study. Speakers will be referred to as N, K, and J.
B. Data collection
The electromagnetic midsagittal articulometer ͑EMMA͒ system ͑Perkell et al., 1992͒ was used to track the horizontal ͑x͒ and vertical ͑y͒ movements of transducers adhered to the tongue tip and lips. Transducers were placed on the nose, upper and lower teeth ͑maxilla and jaw, respectively͒, upper and lower lips, and the tongue tip. ͑Also, irrelevantly for this dataset, for speakers N and J, three receivers were placed on the tongue body, and for speaker K two were͒. Of these points, only the tongue tip and lips trajectory will be relevant for the present study. The transducer trajectory data were sampled at a 625 Hz rate and the acoustic data at 20 kHz. The data were corrected for head movement using reference transducers on the nose and maxilla and were rotated to the occlusal plane. After voltage-to-distance conversion ͑with a filter cutoff of 17 Hz͒, correction for head movement ͑using the nose and maxillary reference transducers͒, and rotation to the occlusal plane, the position signals were subject to 25 Hz smoothing. The EMMA trajectory data for speakers N and J had quantization noise, and the corresponding velocity signals were subject to an additional smoothing routine of a lowpass filter at 25 Hz.
C. Durational analysis
In this paper, the focus is on the kinematic behavior of the tongue tip ͑TT͒ gesture produced in each of the target sequences, i.e., ͓dd͔, ͓dz͔, ͓db͔, and the lip movement in the ͓db͔ sequence. In the first part of Sec. III, we examine the articulation of these sequences from an Articulatory Phonology perspective ͑e.g., Browman and Goldstein, 1992͒-specifically, we identify kinematic landmarks that are related to events in constriction formation and release that are thought to be important from a gestural control perspective, such as kinematic points related to gestural onset and target achievement. In the second part of Sec. III, we adopt a different approach to examining kinematic trajectories that is not limited to identification of kinematic landmarks and the piecewise durations between them-this is FDA, discussed in Sec. II D below.
For the lip movement in ͓db͔, a derived signal was created corresponding to lip aperture ͑LA͒. This signal was calculated as the Euclidean distance between the lower and the upper lip. Using the trajectory analysis software MVIEW ͑un-der development by Mark Tiede͒, five points were defined in the TT and LA trajectories for the tongue tip and bilabial closing gestures, respectively: gestural onset, plateau onset, maximum constriction, plateau offset, and gestural offset. Time and spatial values for these landmarks were derived from the TT tangential velocity and LA ͑one-dimensional͒ velocity trajectories. The gestural onset and offset correspond to the beginning of the constriction formation and the end of the release. They were calculated as thresholdcrossing points in the tangential velocity trajectory for the TT and the velocity trajectory for LA, where the threshold was defined as a percentage of the range between the maximum and the minimum local velocity. The threshold was set to 20%. The plateau onset and offset correspond to the beginning and end of the constriction plateau. These were also calculated as threshold-crossing points, with a value of 30%, of the local velocity range. 1 The maximum constriction time point was of course not thresholded. Additionally, peak tangential velocity time points during the closing and opening movements were recorded. These were not thresholded and correspond to time points with velocity maxima. Figure 1 illustrates the seven measured time points from a TT gesture. Several tokens showed multiple peak velocities either in the constriction formation or the release movement. In those cases, the fastest peak was chosen. 17 tokens were excluded from the analysis because they were unusual, unusable, or missing.
It is worth noting that for ͓dd͔ and ͓dz͔, a single plateaued movement of the tongue tip was produced. However, speaker J, unlike the other two speakers, produced the sequences ͓d#z͔ and ͓d#d͔ in the boundary condition ͑only͒ with two distinct tongue tip gestures. Figure 2 illustrates these two-gesture productions of ͓d#z͔ and ͓d#d͔ across a phrasal boundary. For these tokens, the landmarks from both gestures were combined for the analysis. Specifically, the gestural onset, first peak velocity, and plateau onset were taken from the first tongue tip gesture, and the plateau offset, second peak velocity, and gestural offset were selected from the second gesture. The maximum constriction point was taken from the gesture with the highest plateau. For ͓d#z͔, this point was taken from the first gesture, and for ͓d#d͔, it was located in the second gesture.
Based on the TT and LA movement landmarks, three articulatory intervals were derived from the measured time points and used as dependent variables.
͑1͒ Constriction formation duration for TT gesture: time from gestural onset to plateau onset. ͑2͒ Plateau duration:
͑a͒ For ͓dd͔ and ͓dz͔ sequences: time from TT plateau onset to TT plateau offset. ͑b͒ For ͓db͔ sequences: time from TT plateau onset to LA plateau offset.
͑3͒ Peak-velocity-to-peak-velocity duration: ͑a͒ For ͓dd͔ and ͓dz͔ sequences: time from TT peak velocity during closing movement to TT peak velocity during opening movement. ͑b͒ For ͓db͔ sequences: time from TT peak velocity during closing movement to LA peak velocity during opening movement.
The articulatory landmarks and derivable variables are represented in Fig. 3 . Constriction formation duration is taken as an indicator of the closing gesture duration, and plateau and peakvel-to-peakvel duration serve as an index of gestural overlap. Sequence type ͓͑dd͔, ͓dz͔, ͓db͔͒ is not predicted to have an effect on constriction formation duration but may affect plateau and peakvel-to-peakvel duration. The effect of the presence or absence of a phrase boundary intervening between the two consonants is hypothesized to be significant for both duration variables but may differ in degree for the plateau and peakvel-to-peakvel duration depending on the sequence type. Individual two-factor, repeated measure ANOVAs for each subject were conducted in order to evaluate the effects of boundary condition and sequence type on constriction formation duration, plateau duration, and peakvel-to-peakvel duration, with boundary condition treated as the repeated measure across sequence types. PLSD post hoc tests were also carried out for pairwise comparisons among the different sequence types. The significance level for all the statistical tests was set at p Ͻ 0.01, rather than a less conservative p Ͻ 0.05 level, in order to lessen the effect of a larger degree of freedom on significance level that occurs by regarding each token as an experimental unit ͑cf., Max and Onghena, 1999͒, arising due to power requirements given the typically small number of subjects in articulatory kinematic experiments.
D. Timing pattern difference analysis based on the FDA signal alignment method
This study further investigates the effects of boundary and consonant sequence type by applying the FDA signal alignment, or time registration, method to the entire TT velocity pattern over time ͑Ramsay and Silverman, 2005; Lee et al., 2006͒ , rather than utilizing only specific kinematic time points. Here, the focus is on the velocity trajectories of the tongue tip gesture produced in each of the target sequences of ͓dd͔ and ͓dz͔ by the two subjects K and N. Velocity patterns are chosen because these have traditionally been used for the analysis of skilled movements as underlying kinematic signatures of important control events ͑see Nelson, 1983͒. Importantly, a velocity pattern has welldefined landmarks ͑i.e., extrema and zero crossings͒ that facilitate the FDA landmark time registration ͑Ramsay and Silverman, 2005; Lee et al., 2006͒ . We briefly describe next the conceptual outline of the FDA time registration method and how it is applied in this study.
The purpose of FDA time registration is to find a smooth time warping function h͑t͒ that minimizes the difference between test and reference signals, as shown in Eq. ͑1͒, where h͑t͒ is the time warping function to be determined, is a smoothing or regularization parameter, w͑t͒ is a smoothness control function for h͑t͒, and T is the end point of the time path.
D͑x,y,,w͒
Since the dimension of h͑t͒ is time, it should be strictly increasing or monotonic, and its time derivative should always be positive. Based on these constraints, h͑t͒ can be constrained by Eq. ͑2͒.
That is, the first time derivative of h͑t͒, not h͑t͒ itself, is modeled as an exponential growth function, and w͑t͒ controls the behavior of h͑t͒. For instance, when w͑t͒ is positive, the rate of internal time change of the test signal h͑t͒ is elongated when compared to the physical time ͓i.e., h͑t͒ Ͼ t͔, and thus the test signal runs "late." That is, the same landmark in the test signal occurs later in clock time than that landmark in the reference signal. For further mathematical details, the reader can refer to Ramsay and Silverman ͑2005͒. Because our interest is in timing, the landmark time registration option has been chosen for this study in order to take advantage of the clear landmark locations ͑extrema and zero crossings͒ observed in the velocity patterns. The landmark time registration accepts predetermined signal landmark time points as break points and performs time alignment between two successive landmark points by linear shifting and scaling. In this study, 12 B-splines of order 6 and a value of 10 −12 are used to represent w͑t͒. All computations are performed with the MATLAB implementations of the FDA smoothing and time registration algorithms that are publicly available ͑Ramsay, 2007͒.
Each interval to which the time registration is applied extends from the maximum constriction of the TT gesture in the first /d/ in ͓dodd͔ to the LA minimum for the bilabial stop /b/ in the next word. Then, the control and test velocity signals are processed for each subject using the FDA time registration procedure as follows. First, a linear time normalization is applied to each individual velocity signal by resampling after smoothing so that each signal has 200 equally sampled data points.
A reference signal for each subject is then determined from the phrase-boundary utterance signals as follows. Initially, an average of these signals is computed and used as an initial reference signal for time alignment. Then, after time alignment, an average of the time-aligned test signals is computed again and used as a final reference pattern. Next, each no-phrase-boundary control signal is subjected to the landmark time registration with respect to the boundary reference signal, and each time warping function is computed against this reference.
3 After registration, a time deformation function F͑t͒ is computed as follows:
A negative value of F represents a situation in which events of the no-boundary condition occur earlier relative to the timing of the like boundary condition event, i.e., earlier relative to the internal clock time of a no-boundary test signal with respect to the boundary reference. It is also noted that because a linear time normalization is done before the time alignment, the resulting time warping function reflects nonlinear, local timing modulations in tongue tip movement due to the presence of the phrasal boundaries.
Example plots of signals before and after time registration and corresponding time warping functions are shown in Fig. 4 for ͓Dodd#deb͔ repetitions by subject K. The magnitude of the negative time deformation functions that will be presented in Sec. III can be interpreted as the amount of clock time of no-boundary signals that needs to be expanded or slowed to match the clock time of the boundary pattern. Equivalently, if absolute value is taken, each time deformation function represents the relative amount of clock slowing due to the presence of the phrase boundary.
One should note that because end points for this analysis are anchored or "pinned" at the edges of the interval of interest and the two end points correspond to the time points of the same articulatory events common in both control ͑with-out boundary͒ and test ͑with boundary͒ signals, the time deformation function represents the nonlinear gestural execution timing difference interior to the two end points. Therefore, the area under the time deformation curve is the measure of the amount of nonlinear timing deformation between no boundary and boundary utterances.
III. RESULTS
A. Constriction formation interval
A main effect of boundary on the constriction formation duration is obtained for all the subjects: speaker J ͓F͑1,24͒ = 64.1, p Ͻ 0.0001͔, speaker K ͓F͑1,22͒ = 35.2, p Ͻ 0.0001͔, and speaker N ͓F͑1,21͒ = 180.6, p Ͻ 0.0001͔. The constriction formation interval is longer in the presence of a phrase boundary. Figure 5 shows the constriction formation duration for the different boundary and sequence conditions split by speaker. All means and standard deviations for all variables are given in the Appendix. The independent variable of sequence type has a significant effect on constriction formation only for speaker N ͓F͑2,21͒ = 18.0, p Ͻ 0.0001͔. According to a PLSD post hoc test, speaker N's constriction formation for ͓dz͔ is different from ͓dd͔ and ͓db͔ ͑p Ͻ 0.0001͒, so that ͓dz͔ presents a longer duration; ͓dd͔ and ͓db͔ are not significantly different from each other. Speakers J and K do not show a significant effect of sequence type. The interaction between boundary and sequence is not statistically significant for any speaker, but for speaker J, there was a trend toward an interaction ͑p = 0.046͒, as is seen in Fig. 5 .
B. Plateau duration
All speakers show a main effect of boundary on the plateau duration: speaker J ͓F͑1,24͒ = 395.6, p Ͻ 0.0001͔, speaker K ͓F͑1,22͒ = 61.2, p Ͻ 0.0001͔, and speaker N ͓F͑1,21͒ = 87.1, p Ͻ 0.0001͔. The plateau is longer in the boundary condition. The type of sequence shows a main significant effect only for speaker K ͓F͑2,22͒ = 5.1, p = 0.001͔. These data are shown in Fig. 6 . The results from a PLSD post hoc test show that for speaker K, the plateau duration for ͓dd͔ is longer than for ͓db͔ and ͓dz͔ at a significance level of p Ͻ 0.013. ͓db͔ and ͓dz͔ are not significantly different from each other. As for the apparent interaction between sequence and boundary, it failed to reach significance. Figure 6 shows each speaker's plateau duration for the different boundary and sequence conditions. Speaker J shows a large mean and standard deviation for the ͓d#z͔ and ͓d#d͔ boundary condition. As noted above, J produced this set of stimuli with two distinct tongue tip gestures, unlike the two other speakers. This fact accounts for the exceptionally long plateaus for these particular sequences. Also, note that all speakers display a high standard deviation for the three sequences in the boundary condition. This indicates that the plateau duration across a boundary shows more variability than when it falls within the same phrase. The scattergram in Fig. 7 shows the distribution of plateau durations for all the speakers pooled. Byrd et al. ͑2000͒ also found greater variability in intergestural timing FIG. 4 . ͑Color online͒ ͑left͒ Control velocity trajectories ͑i.e., no-boundary condition, ͓dodd deb͔͒ before alignment to the averaged test ͑i.e., boundary condition, ͓dodd#deb͔͒ velocity trajectory ͑dashed line͒ as reference. ͑right͒ After alignment. It can be observed that the velocity trajectories of the control no-boundary signals are well aligned with and expanded relative to the boundary reference. under the boundary condition. They interpret this as an indication that intergestural timing is less constrained when the consonants are in separate phrasal domains.
C. Peak velocity to peak velocity
All speakers show a main effect of boundary on the peakvel-to-peakvel interval duration: speaker J ͓F͑1,24͒ = 470.7, p Ͻ 0.0001͔, speaker K ͓F͑1,22͒ = 48.3, p Ͻ 0.0001͔, and speaker N ͓F͑1,21͒ = 158.9, p Ͻ 0.0001͔. The peakvelto-peakvel duration is longer in the boundary condition. The type of sequence does not have a significant effect for any of the speakers. The interaction of sequence and boundary was significant for the three speakers: speaker J ͓F͑2,24͒ = 114.2, p = 0.001͔, speaker K ͓F͑2,22͒ = 5.99, p Ͻ 0.008͔, and speaker N ͓F͑2,21͒ = 6.54, p Ͻ 0.006͔. This magnitude interaction is such that the peakvel-to-peakvel interval for ͓dd͔ is more lengthened by the presence of a boundary than that for ͓dz͔ and ͓db͔. Figure 8 shows each speaker's peakvel-to-peakvel duration for the different boundary and sequence conditions. The Appendix reports the means and standard deviations.
D. Timing difference patterns examined by the FDA time registration
In Fig. 9 , time deformation functions are shown for ͓dodd#deb͔ and for ͓dodd#zeb͔, respectively, for speaker K. In Fig. 10 , they are shown for speaker N.
One can clearly observe the detailed patterns of slowing of the control utterances relative to the utterances having a phrase boundary, as indicated by the negative time deformation functions. Although there are differences in the amount of time deformation among repetitions due to the inherent noise associated with the control system, the patterns are fairly similar across repetitions and across speakers. Generally, the temporal modifications of the TT velocity trajectories due to the presence of a phrase boundary increase in magnitude over time. This can be seen by the skew of the deformation functions, indicating greater slowing later or closer to the phrase edge ͑see also Lee et al. 2006͒ . ͑Recall that the final end point is fixed and the function after the maximal negative inflection is not informative.͒ This finding of progressive nonlinear lengthening supports the predictions of the -gesture model of boundary-adjacent slowing ͑Byrd and Saltzman, 2003͒. Also, note that in some but not all instances, there are two pulses of slowing, suggesting that the activation function of the -gesture may not be simply smoothly/monotonically rising. This also demonstrates that FDA can provide a view of underlying structure in speech articulation that may not be available from the articulatory kinematic trajectories alone, which generally showed a single smooth constriction interval in the juncture geminates.
IV. DISCUSSION
The data presented above confirm the predictions of the overlap account of gestural aggregation. According to this account, aggregated gestures should display patterns for constriction formation durations similar to single productions but show longer plateau duration than noncoproduced gestures. Our results are in accordance with these predictions. We find no difference for ͓d͔s in ͓dd͔ and ͓dz͔ as compared to the singleton ͓d͔ in ͓db͔ in constriction duration. Speaker N did show an exceptional effect of sequence but this was limited to ͓dz͔ being longer. However, even for this speaker, the juncture geminate and the singleton ͓d͔ have similar constriction formation durations. Thus, in line with previous studies, we find that gestural aggregation is not a summation process but rather the result of temporal overlap with blending. Furthermore, in Byrd et al. ͑2006͒, we examined the plateau duration for just the singleton ͓d͔ in the ͓db͔ sequence and found that aggregated ͓dd͔ gestures show longer plateau duration than that of the noncoproduced singleton ͓d͔ gesture, also in accordance with the predictions of the overlap account of gestural aggregation. Note, however, that the present experiment cannot definitely speak to whether the combined activation would increase the magnitude of the lingual gesture differences in the single ͓d͔ productions and the abutted ͓d͔ realizations since the hard palate limits the observed movement amplitude. A summation process predicts that gestural amplitude should be greater in coproduced contexts. However, based on our findings and Munhall and Löfqvist's ͑1992͒, one might expect to find similar movement amplitude for comparable singleton and abutted gestures.
The results reported here shed light on effects of phrase structure on gestural aggregation. All subjects show blended or aggregated tongue tip constriction gestures in our ͓dd͔ and ͓dz͔ phrase medial data. When these sequences span a phrase boundary, we see them "pulled apart" as indicated by our measures of overlap. For some, they remain aggregated in that they have only a single-peaked smooth trajectory; for one subject, however, we see deaggregation sufficient to result in two peaks in the trajectory. The -gesture model provides a mechanism, we suggest, that may be able to account for these two qualitatively different patterns as arising from a single underlying control mechanism. Byrd and Saltzman ͑2003͒ have shown that longer durations and lesser overlap result from the local slowing at phrase boundaries engendered by a -gesture. Here, our data suggest that phrase boundary effects on juncture geminates are comparable to those on singleton gestures, as predicted within this framework since a -gesture slows gestural activations of all gestures with which it is concurrently active. The experiment presented here demonstrates that aggregated or blended gestures spanning two phrasal domains result in longer constriction formations, longer plateaus, and longer peakvel-topeakvel intervals than in cases when the juncture geminates are phrase medial. These longer constriction formations, plateaus, and peakvel-to-peakvel intervals in juncture geminates can be straightforwardly understood as the result of intragestural lengthening and lesser intergestural overlap driven by prosodic structure. Moreover, the effect of boundary on deaggregation can sometimes result in two-peak productions for juncture geminates, as found for speaker J. This suggests that prosodically driven modulation of gestural overlap ͑Byrd and Saltzman, 2003͒ can result not only in quantitative but also qualitative differences in output articulatory kinematics. The presence of a phrase boundary can even lead to total deaggregation of two gestures involved in the production of a juncture geminate. Further data and modeling will be necessary to explore these relations between -gesture and deaggregation, but it is possible that the interspeaker differences we have observed could be understood as the result of different degrees of activation strength of the -gesture depending on the particular boundary strength implementation of each speaker. This would, in turn, result in different degrees of overlap, with very minimal overlap yielding in the deaggregation pattern.
Finally, the FDA allows us to examine the time course of the phrasal slowing hypothesized to be driven by a -gesture. These functions indicate that consistently across subjects the amount of slowing waxes as the boundary ap- proaches, as predicted by Byrd and Saltzman ͑2003͒. It also presents a novel way to examine local nonlinear perturbations to the temporal structuring of speech that can offer insight beyond the traditional piecewise, durationalcomparison approaches. In particular, it is intriguing to see that the temporal deformations may not be smoothly distributed across the entirety of the constrictions preceding and following the boundary. If this preliminary result is supported in further study, it will serve to illuminate the optimal control characterization for prosodic clock-slowing mechanisms such as the -gesture.
To conclude, this contribution of this experiment is threefold. First, we provide further evidence supporting the overlap account of gestural aggregation. Second, we analyze prosodic effects on juncture geminates, showing that phrase boundaries effect juncture geminates in comparable ways to their effect on singleton gestures and that gestural deaggregation can occur across a phrase boundary due to a sufficient prosodically driven decrease in overlap. Lastly, we present FDA time deformation functions that are consistent with predictions made by the -gesture model of phrasal lengthening and which provide insight beyond the traditional piecewise comparison of kinematic durations.
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